Cub Scout Den Meeting Outline
Month: September
Point of the Scout Law: Friendly
Before the Meeting

Gathering
Opening
Activities/Project
Game/Song
Business items/Take home

Closing
After the meeting

Tiger
Gather materials for
gathering and other
activities, games and have
home assignments (if any)
ready.

None

Week: 2
Wolf
Bear
Gather materials for
Gather materials for
gathering and other
gathering and other
activities, games and have
activities, games and have
home assignments (if any)
home assignments (if any)
ready.
ready.
My New Cub Scout Buddies
“I’ve Got that Cub Scout Spirit” Opening
Cooperation Crossing – preparation and game
Stand Up
None
None

Buddies Closing

Materials:
Gathering: copies of My New Cub Scout Buddies, pencils
Opening: instructions, song lyric sheets
Activities/Project: instructions, copies of circle templates, crayons, scissors, masking tape
Game: instructions
Closing: instructions

Webelos
Gather materials for
gathering and other
activities, games and have
home assignments (if any)
ready.

None

My New Cub Scout Buddies
Find someone who is or has…
(put an X through the box and write their name in the box - when you find that
person that matches the square)
Wearing the same
color shoes as you
Same number of
people in family as
you
Wearing black socks

Has the longest hair

Wearing a watch

Is the tallest person
here

Was born in the
same month as you

Has the same color
eyes as you do

Someone you just
met today

Is wearing shoes that
tie

Knows the Cub Scout
motto

Has a pet

Knows who Akela is

Like to play outside

Can count to 10 in
another language

Has curly hair

Wearing the same
color shirt as you

Knows the Cub Scout
sign

Likes the same video
game that you like

Has been out of the
country

Is the same height as
you

Wears glasses

Is the shortest person
here

Has the same color
hair as you

Has a name that
starts with the same
letter as yours

My New Cub Scout Buddies
Find someone who is or has…
(put an X through the box and write their name in the box - when you find that
person that matches the square)
Wearing the same
color shoes as you
Same number of
people in family as
you
Wearing black socks

Has the longest hair

Wearing a watch

Is the tallest person
here

Was born in the
same month as you

Has the same color
eyes as you do

Someone you just
met today

Is wearing shoes that
tie

Knows the Cub Scout
motto

Has a pet

Knows who Akela is

Likes to play outside

Can count to 10 in
another language

Has curly hair

Wearing the same
color shirt as you

Knows the Cub Scout
sign

Likes the same video
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Has been out of the
country

Is the same height as
you
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Is the shortest person
here

Has the same color
hair as you

Has a name that
starts with the same
letter as yours

“I’ve Got That Cub Scout Spirit” Opening
Materials:
Song lyric sheets
Cubmaster:
We have a song to sing for our opening today!
I’ve Got That Cub Scout Spirit
Tune: Down in My Heart
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit up in my head
Up in my head, Up in my head
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit up in my head
Up in my head to stay.
[Point to each part of the body as you sing. Replace “up in my head” with other
words in the last four verses]
Deep in my heart
Down in my feet
All over me (use the verse below)
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit up in my head
Deep in my heart, down in my feet
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit all over me
All over me to stay!
Cubmaster:
Welcome to our Cub Scout den meeting today! Join me in saying the Pledge of
Allegiance and the Scout Oath.

[Song can be found online on You Tube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD5xxLgxPFk]

I’ve Got That Cub Scout Spirit
Tune: Down in My Heart
[Point to each part of the body as you sing]
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit up in my head
Up in my head, Up in my head.
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit up in my head
Up in my head to stay.
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit deep in my heart
Deep in my heart, deep in my heart.
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit deep in my heart
Deep in my heart to stay.
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit down in my feet
Down in my feet, down in my feet.
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit down in my feet,
Down in my feet to stay.
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit up in my head
Deep in my heart, down in my feet
I’ve got that Cub Scout spirit all over me
All over me to stay!

Cooperation Crossing Preparation and Game
Game Materials:
Large colored paper circles (see preparation below – need copied
circles to cut out, scissors, markers)
Masking tape for marking start and finish lines
Pencils
Crayons
Extra cut circles – 1 per group
Preparation:
To prepare the circles – have each Cub Scouts cut out a circle using the copied circles. They
then can color and decorate their circle (also write their name; write the word “cooperate” on
it, etc).
Game Materials:
Large colored paper circles made by Scouts with an extra pre-made one per team.
Masking tape for marking start and finish lines
Directions:
1. Mark start and finish lines (with masking tape) – 20 feet apart.
2. Divide the Cub Scouts into teams of 5 to 6 players. Each team gets one more circle than they
have players.
3. The object of the game is to cross the space from the start line to the finish line with team
members keeping at least one foot by walking from circle to circle until they reach the finish
line. The whole team needs to get from start to finish.
4. When a team member is moving, he must have at least one foot on a circle. If a team
member takes both feet off on the floor (meaning no feet are on any circle) or drags the circle
with their foot, the whole team has to start over. Circles can be picked up and moved if
needed if no one is stepping on them, but the person moving the circle will need to have one
of his feet on another circle.
Teams have to cooperate to figure out the fastest way to move their whole team from start to
finish. Encourage the boys to talk to each other to figure out the best way to use the circles to
get all of their team members across.

Stand Up Game
Materials:
None
Directions:
This game is played with pairs of Cub Scouts.
1. Have each Cub Scout get a buddy.
2. The buddies sit back to back with legs stretched out in front of them.
3. The buddies must try to stand up without using their arms.
The Cub Scouts will see that they can only stand up if they work together.
Variation:
You could first let the Cub Scouts use their arms to get up from the same position
and then make the game more challenging by having them not use their arms.

Buddies Closing
Cubmaster:
What is a buddy? A buddy is a friend —someone to
have fun with, to do things with, someone you can
trust, someone you can count on.
Have you heard of the buddy system?
The buddy system is when two people pair off and
watch out for each other. Using the buddy system
is important in swimming, bicycling, hiking, or
any other activity.
We all like to have a buddy or even more than one really good friend. I hope that
in Cub Scouts you can have many friends.

